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ABSTRACT 
The use of stabilizing mechanisms is an increasingly common practice in our everyday 
life technology, and was chosen as the main purpose of the project. 
 
This project was based on the development of a stabilizing cup holder that can 
compensate for angular changes. This report includes the theories and tests that were 
used in the project to answer the research questions.  
 
A theoretical model was made to help with the construction of the demonstrator and the 
development of the software. The demonstrator was built to test out the various 
scenarios: balancing from the tilt of 10° and balancing with an angular velocity of 20 and 
40 degrees per second respectively. Both these tests were conducted with both solid 
material and liquid of an equal weight. 
 
The cup holder consists of an IMU that measures the acceleration and angular speed in 
three axes. The data from the IMU is then processed through a Kalman-filter to receive 
the proper data. The system was constructed to compensate for angular changes and 
acceleration with two DC-motors that function as separate subsystems controlled by 
separate data. The motors are then controlled by separate PID-controllers. 
 
The requirements that were set for the results were to have a response time of less than 
0.5 seconds, and an overshoot of less than 6°. The tests succeeded to hold those 
requirements in the first two test cases and failed in the third test case for both solid and 
liquid materials, with the exception of one motor in the second test with liquid. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Användningen av stabiliseringsmekanismer har blivit mer och mer vanligt i 
vardagsteknologi, och därför valdes detta som huvudsyftet med projektet. 

 
Projektet baserades på utvecklingen av en stabiliserande kopphållare som kan 
kompensera för vinkelförändring. Denna rapport innehåller teorier och tester som 
användes i projektet för att besvara frågeställningarna. 

 
En teoretisk modell gjordes för att underlätta konstruktionen av demonstratorn och 
utvecklandet av mjukvaran. Demonstratorn byggdes för att testa flera scenarion: att 
balansera från 10 graders lutning och att balansera med en vinkelhastighet på 20 
respektive 40 grader per sekund. Dessa tester gjordes med både solitt material och med 
vätska med samma vikt.  

 
Kopphållaren består av en IMU som mäter acceleration och vinkelhastighet i tre axlar. 
Datan från IMUn körs sedan genom ett Kalman-filter för att få fram rätt data. Systemet 
var konstruerat för att kunna kompensera för vinkelförändring och acceleration med två 
DC-motorer som är del av separata subsystem med separata indata. Motorerna är sedan 
kontrollerade av separata PID-kontrollenheter. 

Kraven som ställdes på resultaten var att responstiden skulle vara mindre än en halv 
sekund och att overshooten skulle vara mindre än 6 grader. De två första testerna 
lyckades klara kraven  medan det tredje testet inte gjorde det. Undantaget var att en 
motor inte klarade kravet i det andra testet när det var vätska i koppen. 
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g Acceleration of gravity (m/s2) 

ka Motor torque constant (Nm/A) 

w back-emf (counter-electromotive force) 

kw Electromotive force constant (V/rad/sec) 

f Viscous friction constant (kg m/s) 

J Moment of inertia kg m2 

m Center of mass kg 

l Center of mass distance m 

u Input voltage 

i Current 

Gx, Gy, Gz Readings from the accelerometer 

Pk,estimate First estimation of covariance matrix 

Pk-1 Previously calculated covariance matrix 

Pk Updated covariance matrix for the next calculation  

,previousk  The angle calculated with the gyro and previously calculated angle 

1k   The previous calculated angle 

,b previous  The bias of how much the gyro has drifted 

Q  b

Q
  Parameters for noise variance in the process 

R Noise variance of the measurement 

Kk Kalman gain 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The applications of PID controllers have a big variance of impact in today’s society. They 
are implemented in cars, phones, process industry, manufacturing, medicine, aircrafts 
etc. But the basic concept is the same, to control an input automatically so that the 
system delivers a desired output (Glad & Ljung, 2006). And with the relatively new 
microcontrollers from Arduino (Arduino, 2016) as well as easy software 
implementations of the PID-algorithms there has been an increasingly mechatronical 
interest in designing balancing robots. There are many examples of balancing robots in 
the Arduino community including a camera balancer, two-wheeled RC car that balance, 
cup balancer, pellet balancer etc. For this mechatronical project, the choice is to design a 
balancing cup holder. Some of the inspiration has been taken from two different 
projects, one from the bay area makeathon hosted by Google (Garces, 2015) with the 
idea to design a cup-balancer for injured people in need of crutches and another project 
from last year’s mechatronical bachelor with a robot designed to balance a load of 125 
grams. These robots can be seen in Figure 1. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. A project from Bay Area Makeathon (Garces, 2015) and the project self-

balancing platform (Nordlöf & Lagusson, 2015) from last year’s bachelor. 
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1.2 Purpose 

This report investigates how high disturbances a cup filled with water will be able to 
stabilize without spilling. There are two kinds of disturbances that will be examined 
with the following research questions: 
 

 How well will the robot be able to balance the cup holder when affected by an 
angle of tilt? 

 How well will the robot be able to balance the cup holder when affected by a 
continuous angular movement? 

 
The cup holder is designed to stabilize the cup by using two DC-motors controlled by a 
PID-controller and an angle output generated by an IMU. 
 

1.3 Scope 

This report covers the components and theory behind designing a “balancing cup 
holder” and it also provides some information on how well the system will be able to 
react against fluctuations. This report can be helpful for other projects that have in mind 
to design a system using closed loop control. It will not provide with any Arduino-code 
but most of it is obtainable from the Arduino’s open source community. Other than that 
a mathematical model of the DC-motors is given and one could also get inspiration from 
the modeling of the cup holder for the load that is supposed to be carried. The electrical 
components were provided by KTH where the IMU MPU-9150 was ordered online and 
the rest was found in the mechatronics stash. The holders for the motor and the cup 
holder were 3D-printed at KTH with PLA-plastic.  

1.4 Method 

For answering the research questions, a robot will be built and tested. The robot will 
consist of standard components as well as modified code from the open source 
community. Other than that, a PID-controller will be designed and implemented in 
Arduino-code to make it possible for the cup to stay horizontally. A mathematical model 
of the system will also be designed in hope of receiving a deeper knowledge about how 
the motors are able to compensate for angular fluctuation and maybe it also will be of 
help when choosing proper PID-parameters. The purpose of the tests are to analyze the 
step and ramp response from the robot when the cup is affected by an angle of tilt as 
well as different angular movements. 
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2   THEORY 
 

2.1 Model dynamics 

The system is divided into two subsystems being identical apart from the load that they 
are carrying. The subsystem consists of a DC motor with purpose to balance the cup in 
one degree of freedom. And with the motors orthogonally placed toward each other, the 
cup will remain level at a horizontal state. The two subsystems are distinguished as A 
and B, see figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. The motors are orthogonally placed toward each other and with their torque combined, it 

will be possible to balance the cup. 

 
 
The two subsystems have a mathematical model inspired by Glad & Ljung (Glad & Ljung, 
2006) and are identical to each other. Two equations will be derived. The data from the 
used parameters can be seen in table 1.  
 

Table 1. The required parameters for modeling of the system 
 Notation Value Source 

Center of mass A 

Center of mass B 

m 0.415 kg 

0.206 kg 

Solid Edge 

Acceleration of gravity g 9.81 m/s2 (Alphonce & Pilström, 

2011) 

Center of mass distance A 

Center of mass distance B 

l 26.6 mm 

77.7 mm 

Solid Edge 

Moment of inertia A 

Moment of inertia B 

J 1.56e-3 kg m2 

1.41e-3 kg m2 

Solid Edge 

Viscous friction constant f  9.1496e-4 kg m/s (Nordlöf & Lagusson, 

2015) 

Motor torque constant ka 1.09e-2 Nm/A (Michigan Tech, 2015) 

Electric resistance Ra 1.6 Ω (Michigan Tech, 2015) 

Electromotive force constant kw 1.10e-2 V/rad/sec (Michigan Tech, 2015) 

 
The motors torque equation  
This equation is divided into four terms. Firstly there is the momentum caused by the 
tilting of the cup holder, which is given by the weight and vertical distance from the 
motor shaft to the robots’ center of mass, illustrated in figure 3.  
 

A B
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Figure 3. The distance to the center of mass for motor A, where l and m are calculated in Solid 
Edge. 

 
 sin( ( ))mt m g l t     (1) 

 
Secondly, there are the torques generated by the moment of inertia J, which is calculated 
in Solid Edge, and the viscous friction constant f, which is given by an experiment that 
was made in last year’s bachelor projects (Nordlöf & Lagusson, 2015).  
 
 ( )jt J t   (2) 

 ( )ft f t   (3) 

 
And lastly, a motor torque ta is designed to counter all the other forces with the current i. 
 
 ( )a at k i t   (4) 

 
The motors’ torque equation can now be derived. 
 
 0a m j ft t t t     (5) 

 
Kirchhoff’s voltage law 
The input voltage u controls the angular velocity of the dc motors so an equation is given 
by the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (Glad & Ljung, 2006) applied on the electrical circuit of a 
DC-motor seen in figure 4.  
 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0a a

di
u t R i t L w t

dt
       (6) 
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Figure 4. The electric circuit of a DC motor for the application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law. 

 
Where the inductance La is negligible and the back EMF w is proportional to the angular 
velocity 
 
 ( ) ww t k    (7) 

 
These equations will be helpful for the design of a controller for the angle θ. 

 

2.2 Sensor 

To compensate for angular fluctuations in the subsystems, a sensor is needed to register 
the changes in data. A requirement is that the sensor must measure coordinates with 
respect to a fix reference plane since the whole model will be affected by movement. 
Therefore, a good alternative is an IMU (Invense, 2012) because it contains of an 
accelerometer as well as a gyroscope whereas the accelerometer is capable of 
generating a desired pivot point. It does so by computing linear accelerations along the 
three axes x, y and z and when it is placed on a horizontal surface it will emit the 
accelerations Gx=0, Gy=0 and Gz=1g. On the other hand, the gyroscope measures the 
angular velocity about the three axes using the principle of the Coriolis Effect. An 
illustration of how to interpret the readings is displayed in figure 5. And with the 
accuracy of the accelerometer as well as a short response time from the gyroscope, the 
balancing robot will, in theory, be both fast and accurate. 

 

 
Figure 5. The accelerometer reads the accelerations Gx, Gy and Gz while the gyro reads the 

angular velocities x , y and z . 
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2.3 Kalman filter 

The data acquired from the IMU has some inaccuracies, the accelerometer doesn’t drift 
but it has a problem with delivering a steady output while the output from the 
gyroscope is steady but drifts over time, see comparison in figure 6.  
 

 
Figure 6. A graph over the angle calculated with the accelerometer as well as the gyro. 

 
To accumulate an angle representing the tilting of the robot, both of the sensors will be 
used and for the unwanted noise a Kalman filter will be implemented. The calculations 
for the filtered angle can be divided into seven steps. But firstly the data from the 
sensors needs to be converted into angles. With the readings from the accelerometer Gx, 
Gy and Gz, the linear acceleration is converted into roll and pitch (Pedley, 2013) 
 
 

2 2

arctan( )

pitch arctan( )

y

z

x

y z

G
roll

G

G

G G





 


 



 (8) 

 
 

 

and the angular velocity from the gyroscope,   and  , is scaled with a parameter 

acquired from the datasheet, 131[ ]
/

LSB

s
. Thereafter the equations for filtering the angles 

are the same for both roll and pitch. The calculations for the filtered angle can be read 
about in Appendix A: Kalman filter. 
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2.4 Control theory 

 
A suitable controller for controlling how much the cup holder is tilting is a PID-
controller. With feedback from the accelerometer as well as the gyroscope, the input 
voltage u to the motors will be controlled so that the angular disturbances can be 
counteracted. Mathematically, the PID computes an error e which in this case refers to a 
difference between the desired angle and the actual angle θ approximated with the 
Kalman filter. 
 
 ( ) 0 ( )e t t   (9) 

 

The input voltage u is then calculated with a formula consisting of a proportional, 
integrative and derivative part (Glad & Ljung, 2006). 
 
 

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

t

p I D

d
u t K e t K e dt K e t

dt
        (10) 

 

where the parameters Kp, KI and KD are obtained by trial & error. And if the theoretical 
model of the system is accurate enough these parameters will be finely tuned with the 
help of Simulink. The system will be modeled in continuous time since the torque tm is a 
non-linear function of the angle  . And to accomplish that the equations (5) and (6) are 
rewritten with the implementation of a PID-controller for the motor voltage u.  

 
 sin( ) am g l f k i

J

 


      
  (11) 

 ( )w

a

PID u k
i

R

  
  (12) 

 
A validation of the Simulink model as well as the chosen PID-parameters can be read 
about in the result chapter. 
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3 DEMONSTRATOR 

3.1 Problem formulation 

During the construction of the demonstrator, the following criteria were set: 
 

 The components must be weight-neutral in order to make the balancing process 

as easy as possible 

 The sensor has to be close to the centre of rotation so as to distinguish actual 

acceleration from its own balancing movement 

 The cup holder has to have distance from the other parts in order to have a large 

freedom of movement, but cannot be too far away since it will increase the 

torque needed for balancing. 

 The construction should have a low moment of inertia, that is a low weight 

 
Figure 8. The finished demonstrator. 

3.2 Electronics 

 
The hardware of the demonstrator consists of several electronic parts and a 3D-printed 
structure. 
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Figure 9. The connections between the electronic components. 

Micro controller 
Arduino Uno (Arduino, 2016) is used for controlling the demonstrator. It is an open 
source platform with a native program for writing and uploading code. The 
programming is done in Arduino’s own environment that is based on the C 
programming language. It has 14 digital and 6 analog pins and has a clock speed of 16 
MHz. 

H-bridge/Motor driver 
The motor driver used an H bridge driver Chip L298N Motor Driver Integrated Circuit 
(STMicroelectronics, 2015) and is used to control the speed and direction of the DC-
motors. The speed is controlled independently for each motor by a PWM signal and the 
direction is controlled with an analog signal. The H bridge has a maximum input voltage 
of 35V and a peak current of 2A. 
 

Motors 
The motors used were two Faulhaber 2842 006C DC-motors (Michigan Tech, 2015). 
They are used to make sure the cup holder stays balanced will hopefully in the future be 
used to also compensate for movement. They are currently being fed by 5V but the plan 
is to use 6V in order to be sure that they can handle the required force. The motors were 
also equipped with two planetary gearheads with a ratio of 14:1, also from Faulhaber 
(Faulhaber, 2015). 
The motor specifications are the following: 
 
 
 
 

Arduino 
Uno

MPU-9150

Dual H-Bridge 
Motor driver

Motor 
B

Motor 
A

I2C 

PWM A 
PWM B 
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Table 3: Motor specifications (Faulhaber, 2015) (Michigan Tech, 2015) 
 Parameter Value 

Resistance R 1.6 Ω 

Induction L 145 µH 

Rotor inertia Jrotor 9.7026e-7 kg m2 

Voltage constant 𝐾e 1.150 mV/rpm 

Torque constant 𝐾t 10.9 mNm/A 

 

Sensor 
An IMU, MPU-9150 (Invense, 2012), is used to measure acceleration and angular speed 
with the help of its accelerometers and gyroscope. This data is then sent to the micro 
controller with an I2C-signal. The accelerometer is able to handle a range of ±16g and 
the gyroscope has a maximum rate of ±2000 °/s. 

3.3 Software 

The general idea of the software is to control each motor separately with a subsystem. 
Each subsystem is representative of one motor and its behavior. 

 
Figure 10. The angles θA and θB and how they relate to each axis. 

 
The MPU sensor emits both an angular velocity and an acceleration for each axis. These 
values are filtered through a Kalman-filter (Lauszus, 2012) in order to be able to access 
the current angles (θA and θB). The angles are then used as errors for the PID-controllers, 
whose outputs are used as PWM signals for the motors, and whose reference set points 
are 0°. The directions of the motors are changed based on whether the PWM signals are 
positive or negative. A flowchart of the software is shown in figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Flowchart of the software and subsystems. 

3.4 Hardware 

The demonstrator was constructed by using a CAD-model (see figure 13) and a 3D-
printer. The CAD-models (Nordlöf & Lagusson, 2015) were modified versions of the 
models Johanna Nordlöf and Petter Lagusson used in the previous year. 

 
Figure 12. The demonstrator. 

Motor holders 
The first motor is attached to the platform with a holder and encased with a second 
holder in order to prevent it from moving. The second motor holder is attached to the 
shaft of the first motor so that the second shaft is orthogonal to the first shaft in every 
rotation. 

IMU 

Motor A 

Motor B 
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Cup holder 
The holder is designed to hold most average sized cups and has the center of the cup 
situated right above the center of rotation. 

IMU holder 
The sensor holder is mounted below the bottom of the cup holder, also right above the 
center of rotation. The sensor is mounted this way in order to reduce sensor noise. 

Naves 
3D-printed naves are used to help transfer the torque from part to part. 
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4 RESULTS 
 

4.1 The theoretical model 

To determine if it’s a good strategy to PID-tune the robot using Simulink, an analysis is 
made to examine how accurate the mathematical model is, compared to the real system. 
This experiment will be performed by implementing the PID-parameters produced via 
trial and error to the robot as well as the Simulink model. These parameters can be seen 
in Table 4.  
 

Table 4. The PID parameters produced via trial & error 
 KP Ki KD 

Motor A 14 0.01 1.5 

Motor B 11 0.01 1.1 

 
The comparison is illustrated in figure 13 for the subsystem A.  
 

 
Figure 13. Comparison between the mathematical model and the real system for subsystem 

A 
 
Though the two plots behave similarly, the mathematical model is too inaccurate to be 
used for PID-tuning of the motors. The percentage of how well they match is only 9.81%.  

4.2 Testing the robot 

When choosing the PID-parameters seen in Table 4 the goal was to never let the cup tilt 
more than six degrees in any DOF and that the response time for a step disturbance 
should be below 0.5 seconds. When tuning the PID-controller the cup was filled with a 
solid load corresponding to the weight of the liquid to be balanced since the liquid could 
damage the electronics. And because the motors aren’t strong enough, the robot is only 
designed to balance half a cup of water. The test is divided into three test cases where 
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the solid as well as the liquid load will be tested.  All the test cases are referred to the 
illustrations seen in Figures 14 and 15 and the results are seen in Table 5 and 6.  

 
Figure 14. Illustration of test case 1 where the cup is tilted in 10 degrees in both directions 

before releasing it for the robot to balance it. 

 
Figure 15. Illustration of test cases 2 and 3 where the robot is affected by a continuous 

angular fluctuation. 
 

For graphs of the test cases, see Appendix B. 

Test case 1 
A test of how well the robot will be able to balance when forcing an initial tilt of ten 
degrees. The step response is seen in figure 16. 
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Test case 2 
This test case is an analysis of how well the robot will be able to balance when tilting the 
cup holder with a continuous disturbance of approximately 20 degrees/second. See 
Figure 17. 
 

Test case 3 
The last test is similar to test case 2, but with a faster disturbance of approximately 40 
degrees/second. See Figure 18. 
 

Test results 
 

Table 5. Analysis of the model with a solid load. 
Solid load Subsystem Overshoot 

[°] 

Response time 

[s] 
Fulfilling the 

requirements 

Test case 1 A 4.80 0.185  
B 3.52 0.151  

Test case 2 A 4.84 -  

B 4.51 -  

Test case 3 A 6.37 - x 

B 8.05 - x 

 
Table 6. Analysis of the model with a liquid load. 

Liquid load Subsystem Overshoot 

[°] 

Response time 

[s] 
Fulfilling the 

requirements 

Test case 1 A 3.67 0.250  
B 3.87 0.266  

Test case 2 A 5.86 -  

B -8.03 - x 

Test case 3 A 6.84 - x 

B -11.0 - x 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Discussion 

Error sources 
The robots ability to balance the cup is constraint by some factors that make the system 
unreliable.  

 The construction is not being robust enough in order to prevent it from shaking 

and affecting sensor readings 

 Sensor noise 

 The motors are old and may be a bit unreliable due to their age. 

 The motors not having the same power in both directions 

 Liquid being harder to control than solid material 

 Kalman-filter having too many calculations and slowing down the software, 

compared to maybe a complimentary filter. 

Simulink model 
When designing a mathematical model of the system, some of the following factors were 
not overlooked and can be the reason for its accuracy being so underwhelming.  

 Resistor variances between ± 12%   

 Center of mass for liquids differs widely from solids 

 Static friction 

 Motors designed to rotate in one direction 

 Datasheet parameters not being accurate enough 

 The moment of inertia not being static 

Though it was personally rewarding to design the mathematical model it was hard to 
analytically produce better PID-values because of the inaccuracy of the Simulink model.  

Liquid versus solid material 
A liquid is inherently harder to balance since it follows the movements of the controller 
(i.e. the “splashing”), changing the moment of inertia so that the force needing balance 
becomes larger the faster the movement is. This requires lowered PID constants since 
the reaction to angular change will be larger with the liquid and have an easier time 
oscillating. 

Results 
When testing the robot, some of the requirements were not fulfilled. This could’ve been 
prevented by choosing better PID-parameters but because of lack of experience and 
inconsistent behavior from the motors, better results were not accomplished. Worth 
mentioning from the graphs in the result chapter is that both motors act differently 
when tilting the platform with a positive or a negative angle which indicates that they 
are designed for rotation in one direction. And the reason the robot has a hard time 
reaching the absolute zero angle is because the integral part of the controller is chosen 
very low in order to prevent it from making the system unstable at higher error values. 
While definitely not necessary since it temporarily settles at a maximum of 3°, 
implementing a work-around that sets this value higher the lower the error is would 
certainly help. This was skipped since it would not reflect the theoretical model.  
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5.2 Conclusions 

 
How well will the robot be able to balance the cup holder when affected by an angle of tilt? 
The results from test case 1 were very positive and both motors were able to quickly 
respond and settle at an angle between ±4°. This means that if the robot would be 
affected by a stronger force to put it outside its comfort zone around ±10°, it would be 
able to balance it efficiently. 
 

How well will the robot be able to balance the cup holder when affected by a continuous 
angular movement? 
The results from test cases 2 and 3 show that the robot has good potential but is not 
quite there yet. With some tweaking of the PID-parameters as well as some 
workarounds to compensate for the motors inconsistent behavior, the robot will 
probably be able to balance the cup holder within the limitations of ±6°. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Recommendations 

Before beginning a project about stabilization, research which motor to use intensely 
since the best type of motor varies depending on a variety of factors.  

The help of the Arduino open source community is essential when working with 
anything Arduino-related, and taking advantage of this huge pool of software has helped 
us tremendously. Understanding how to use the components can be difficult in the 
beginning and by using the resources presented there, you have an easy way towards 
fully grasping how everything works. This also saves a lot of time and effort. 

The choice of the mechanical solution for the balancing robot is also a critical decision. 
The initial idea in this project was to construct the model using rings similar to the 
Makeathon project seen in Figure 1 but the decision was made to have the cup holder 
weight neutral when it is balanced which led to the mechanical solution shown in Figure 
13.  

6.2 Future work 

The motors were something that held the demonstrator back, partly because they’re old 
and unreliable, and partly because they had different torques in each direction. This 
made the balancing harder since one had to find a way to still make their power equal in 
both directions. They were also uneven in terms of how much power was required to 
move and the movement was, as a result, a bit choppy. Better/newer motors would 
probably solve this problem 

The compensation for linear acceleration was something intended by the project in the 
beginning, but was later abandoned due to the fact that the necessary implementation of 
such a system would require a new filter and a lot of calculations and estimations. These 
were seen as expendable since the implementation would result in an increased sample 
time, which was already large enough. 

A lack of experience in modulating and designing a control system resulted in the 
controller being very basic in nature, and with a wider knowledge of the subject a much 
more suitable controller could have been designed. What could be done by using the 
presented Simulink model is to initiate a serial communication between the Arduino and 
Matlab and configure the arbitrarily chosen model parameters until the system acts in a 
more accurate way. The mathematical model could also be improved if proper 
calculations were made to model the behavior of liquids. 

The usage of a Kalman-filter probably resulted in a slower system. A simpler filter would 
probably be able to lower the sample time by quite a bit. 
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APPENDIX A: KALMAN FILTER 
 
The Kalman filter (Lauszus, 2012) is theoretically complex and therefore this report will 
only cover the basic concept. Some of the parameters used in the equations are 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Noise parameters. 
 Notation Value Source 

Parameters of noise 

variance for the process 
Q       

b

Q


 

0.001 

 

0.003 

(Lauszus, 2012) 

Parameters of noise 

variance of the 

measurement 

R 0.03 (Lauszus, 2012) 

 
Step 1 
The first step is to estimate the angle based on the angular velocity from the gyro and 
the previous calculated angle, 
  
 

,previous 1 ,( )k k b previoust        (13) 

 

where t  is the sample time and ,b previous  is the bias of how much the gyro has drifted, 

calculated from the previous state.  
 
Step 2 
The second  step is to estimate a covariance matrix ,k estimateP  based on the sample time 

and previous covariance matrix 1kP .  
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where Q  and 
b

Q


 are parameters for noise variances of the process.  

 
Steps 3-5 

The next three steps are to calculate the innovation ky , the difference between the 

pitch/roll and ,k previous , and the Kalman gain kK . 

 
 

,k k previousy     (15) 
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The calculations for the Kalman gain are di  vided into two steps. First the innovation 

covariance kS is needed. 
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 (16) 

 
Where R is a parameter for noise variances of the measurement. Now the Kalman gain 
can be calculated 
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Steps 6-7 
The last two steps are made to update the bias, the angle and the covariance matrix. 
 
 

, 0

b, 1

,( )

k k previous k

b previous k

k k k previous

K y
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   P I K H P

 (18) 

 

Where k  is the angle used for determining how much the robot is tilting. The other two 

variables are stored, determining how much the robot is tilting after the next sample 
time. The angle calculated with the Kalman filter is seen in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. The angle filtered with Kalman. Compare with figure 6. 
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APPENDIX B: TEST CASES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING GRAPHS 
 
 
Test case 1 
 

 
Figure 16. The two subsystems step response for a disturbance of 10 degrees, for half a 

glass of water as well as a load corresponding to that weight 
 
Test case 2  
 

 
Figure 17. The two subsystems ramp response for a continuous disturbance of 

approximately 20 degrees/second, for half a glass of water as well as a load corresponding 
to that weight 
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Test case 3 
 

 
Figure 19. The two subsystems ramp response for a continuous disturbance of 

approximately 40 degrees/second, for half a glass of water as well as a load corresponding 
to that weight 

 


